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Supplemental Review of David Roodman’s Due Diligence, 
Geared toward Microfinance Industry Professionals 

 
By Alex Counts, president, CEO and founder of Grameen Foundation, and author of several books, 
including Small Loans, Big Dreams: How Nobel Prize Winner Muhammad Yunus and Microfinance are 
Changing the World. 
 
 
David Roodman has culminated more than five years of deep thinking about microfinance with the 
publication of his impressive book, Due Diligence: An Impertinent Inquiry into Microfinance.  It is, quite 
simply, the best book I have ever read about microfinance among the hundreds I have gone through. 
 
To start this supplement to my original review, I’ll take one example of Roodman’s rigorous and 
balanced approach, and choose his analysis of Grameen Bank founder Muhammad Yunus’s controversial 
assertion that microfinance institutions (MFIs) that charge borrowers more than 15% above their cost of 
funds for loans cross the line from pro-poor financing to loansharking.  For obvious reasons, this has 
generated some loud applause and even more sharp criticism.  Roodman approaches this issue seriously 
and thoughtfully. 
 
He first describes Yunus’ proposed benchmark accurately.  Then he commends Yunus for having the 
bravery to go far beyond bland generalities on what constitutes fair pricing.  Next, he puts the position 
in historical and political contexts.  Then, he cites data showing that 75% of the world’s MFIs would fall 
into the “loanshark” category, and that even if they all refunded their profits to clients in the form of 
lower rates, 61% would still fall into this zone.  (He lets the reader contemplate the implications of this 
information.)  Finally, he makes a defensible judgment on the matter: Though he agrees with Yunus’ 
diagnosis of what went wrong with commercialization of microfinance in India (which was the context 
for one of Yunus’s efforts to promote the “loanshark” benchmark), he disagrees with Yunus’s 
prescription, explaining his reasoning and suggesting some alternatives.  Though I may not share his final 
judgment, I applaud the thoroughness and balance in his exploration of an issue that has divided the 
industry, and that he has done so in a way that will likely leave people on all sides of the debate better 
informed. 
 
Roodman examines many other topics and debates through this refreshing approach.  For example, he 
describes in rich but not overwhelming detail (including relevant data and historical context) key 
organizations and networks whose contributions to the modern microfinance movement are poorly 
understood and/or underappreciated, including SEWA Bank and self-help groups in India, as well as such 
Indonesian pioneers as the now defunct Bank Dagang Bali, the Badan Kredit Kecamatan and Bank Rakyat 
Indonesia. 
 
His deconstruction of the recent debacles in the Indian state of Andhra Pradesh is right on target – he 
pulls together related evidence, background and analysis better than any single treatment that I have 
seen (though I have my doubts about his openness to the microfinance-suicide link, an issue where he 
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fails to cite a credible study that contradicts the allegation).  Most important, he makes the link between 
the easy money available to MFIs in India and 1) how it dulled their eagerness to develop savings 
options and 2) argue for regulations that would make deposit mobilization easier.  However, he fails to 
acknowledge some recent progress in correspondent savings programs in India (by Cashpor, for 
example, with Grameen Foundation’s support) or that people have been making similar arguments in 
recent years. 
 
In fact, at the dawn of the India crisis I debated Vikram Akula, the founder of SKS, at the Asia Society and 
raised this point strongly.  During that event, I said that I was worried that SKS’s example of raising funds 
through an IPO could prompt MFIs to bypass going “through the painstaking process of local 
mobilization of deposits,” even in countries where it was legal to do so – a process that I asserted was 
“probably the safest and surest route to benefit the poor long-term.”  Grameen Foundation and other 
microfinance promoters have been sounding the alarm on this for a while – an impression one doesn’t 
always get from Due Diligence. 
 
Some Corrections and Clarifications 
Roodman offers much praise, and some criticism, of Muhammad Yunus and the Grameen Bank he 
founded (though he has little to say about the Grameen family of companies, about which we have 
released a comprehensive paper).  He attempts to explain how Grameen Bank evolved, to evaluate its 
performance and to synthesize key lessons for the movement.  For the most part, he gets his facts and 
judgments just right – no small feat for such a complex and controversial leader and organization.  
However, he gets a few things about Grameen wrong, which I feel should be corrected: 
 
• Contrary to what Roodman writes, under Grameen I, the emergency fund was a life insurance fund, 

not a fund to guard against defaults.  (Under normal circumstances, it could only be drawn on in 
case of a borrower’s death.) 

• Also contrary to the book’s assertions, under Grameen I the group fund could be – and often was – 
accessed before a client left Grameen.  The rules for accessing it – that it be in the form of a loan 
from the fund, no more than half of the total amount of the fund’s balance and made with the 
permission of the entire group – were commendably relaxed in times immediately following natural 
disasters. 

• At one point, Roodman asserts that microfinance’s methodologies, presumably including those used 
by pioneers like Grameen Bank, have “been designed to protect the provider’s bottom line.”  
Though certainly that is true to some extent, Grameen Bank in particular has designed many 
programs that work against its financial bottom line – not least its decision to charge interest rates 
of 13%, and later 16% and 20%, during eras when it had a near-monopoly and could have charged 
much more.  Running schools for clients’ children, distributing saplings and vegetable seeds at cost, 
providing thousands of student loans to clients’ children at interest rates below its cost of funds, 
instituting an interest-free loan program for beggars – those are just a few of the many programs 
and products that Grameen Bank has rolled out that make no sense from the perspective of 
protecting its bottom line.  

• At no time were Grameen clients “required to borrow,” as Roodman asserts.  During my six years in 
Bangladesh working with Prof. Yunus, I met quite a few clients who were dormant as borrowers and 
only saving.  Usually they were waiting for a ripe business opportunity before borrowing again.  
(Even informal pressure to borrow was reduced under Grameen II.) 

• The book The Poor Always Pay Back, about Grameen II – a subject about which Roodman has much 
well-deserved praise – is referenced at one point as misleading the public, through its title, because 
of the implication that all microfinance loans are repaid.  Rather, the book is actually about how 
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Grameen Bank cast aside inflexible and outdated policies that inhibited its poor clients from thriving 
and, among other things, paying back their loans.  The basic thrust of the book is, as Roodman 
knows, that MFIs’ policies often thwart empowerment and repayment, and that when such policies 
are improved, both are likely to occur more often. 

 
Inevitably, Roodman misses or gives short shrift to some important microfinance trends, people and 
organizations.  He holds up the German firm ProCredit as a model but does not acknowledge its biggest 
limitation – that it is a foreign entity pursuing an “own and operate” model that significantly limits its 
ability to build indigenous institutional capacity.  (Elsewhere in the book, Roodman correctly writes that 
it is “inherently good to cultivate self-sufficient, customer-oriented, and domestically owned 
organizations serving poor people” [emphasis added].Moreover, his data show that very few MFIs that 
are majority owned by foreigners have gone to massive scale.) 
 
The almost complete omission of Opportunity International’s experience is surprising, especially given 
its unacknowledged but substantial contributions to micro-insurance, which Roodman rightly highlights 
as a critical need.  (The experience of Fonkoze, Haiti’s leading MFI, which launched a major micro-
insurance program in early 2011, is likewise left out of the book.)   
 
The many problems with the flow of large amounts of foreign capital into MFIs are properly highlighted 
in the book, but one issue is omitted: dangerous levels of foreign-exchange risk taken on by many MFIs 
(perhaps this is because during the time he has been studying the issue, the dollar has been losing 
ground to most currencies).  The Smart Campaign and the larger consumer-protection movement are 
basically ignored until the end of the book, even though the need for defending the rights of clients (and 
the problems MFIs have had in doing so in the past) is given much attention.  When the Smart Campaign 
is mentioned briefly, it is characterized as inadequate and also as less advanced and ambitious than it 
actually is. 
 
Also perplexing, especially given Roodman’s interest in the history of the modern microfinance 
movement, is the lack of attention given to the role of the 1997 Microcredit Summit and the Campaign 
that followed it.  Few can credibly deny that it effectively – and, in fact, massively – mobilized civil 
society, politicians, the media and researchers globally to get behind microfinance or at least pay 
attention to it (in a world where many worthy and promising social innovations never capture the 
popular imagination). 
 
Roodman rightly says that the microfinance  industry plays the most important role in societies when it 
establishes links to other sectors, which he calls “enrichment through connection.”  The Summit and 
especially the Campaign nurtured, on a shoestring budget, vital connections between microfinance and 
its leading practitioners one the one hand, and between other actors with a stake (acknowledged or not) 
in poverty reduction and financial inclusion on the other.  You don’t have to agree with all of Sam Daley-
Harris’s values, priorities and methods, and how they influenced some of the Campaign’s publications 
and conferences, to recognize his unique and powerful role in how the movement evolved.  
(Incidentally, those conferences, particularly in recent years, have been more balanced and substantive 
than many acknowledge.) 
 
Perhaps Roodman largely dismisses Daley-Harris’s contributions – referring to them in one blog post as 
being limited to educating the American public about microfinance – because Sam often includes 
storytelling (usually of successful clients) in his publications and speeches, something Roodman probably 
finds misleading at best.  Roodman fails to acknowledge that stories – even unrepresentative ones – can 
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be powerful tools in the context of a socio-political reality where most people and policymakers feel that 
international poverty is hopeless and that few, if any, programs work (certainly not on a large scale).  
Though “storytellers” rarely highlight that their case studies are unrepresentative (one suspects most 
readers understand this), they don’t generally assert that they are representative either.  Roodman does 
not seem to understand that most storytellers are not trying to “prove” anything but instead are 
working to open up the minds and hearts of the general public to the idea that progress is possible and 
that international development is not morass of corruption and failure.  And certainly, in many cases, 
they are trying to motivate people to contribute funds or to change policies to benefit their chosen 
strategies for advancing microfinance.  (And if we are to believe, as Roodman does, that microfinance 
has “turned modest amounts of aid into substantial industries that provide reliable services,” then those 
donations have done some real good.)   
 
An Overdue Contribution 
Notwithstanding the book’s handful of limitations and omissions, Roodman has written something that 
is hardly impertinent, as his subtitle suggests.  Rather, it is long overdue.  Its rigor and fairness will likely 
contribute to realizing his compelling vision to “celebrate what is good about [microfinance] and build 
on it.”  The world’s microfinance practitioners, investors, advocates and policymakers ignore his 
analysis, history and recommendations at their peril.  His investment of time and effort should be noted 
and leveraged, and his impressive book applauded and emulated. 


